Math Course List Format Instructions

* Group your advanced math courses by general subject area (at least the top 2 or 3 areas):
  For the PhD theoretical track, please order as:
  Analysis, algebra, further pure math, applied math, other.
  For the PhD applied track, please use:
  Analysis, computational/numeric math, differential equations, linear algebra, other.
  For the MAQRM program, please use:
  Actuarial/financial math, other.

* Within each subject area, please list your classes in reverse chronological order
  (i.e. most recent first).

* Grades, School, Term, Level, etc. should be indicated for each class.

* Clear content description: List of books/authors and covered chapters and topics. If
  that is not available, a list of topics should at least be included.

* Information for a given course should all be on the same page and
  not spread over several pages.